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Foreword
BY THE RT HON SIR ANDREW MORRITT CVO
THE CHANCELLOR OF THE HIGH COURT

When I joined the Chambers of E.B.Stamp at 11 New Court in 1962 I was enrolled,
more or less automatically, as a member of the Chancery Bar Association for an annual
subscription of 5/- (25p). I was told by the senior clerk, George Younger, that the
Association had been formed in order to break the stranglehold on Chancery work
exerted by his predecessor, Henry Rickman. I found it hard to believe that any clerk
had ever had any sort of hold over Chancery work; and the notion that it could have
been broken by the Chancery Bar Association, as I knew it in 1962, seemed improbable.
Given the range and scope of the membership and activity of the Association now
a newly called barrister joining chambers must find it hard to believe that 50 years
earlier all the Chancery Bar Association appeared to do was, occasionally, to collect the
subscription (5/-) and direct members how to vote in the elections for membership of
the Bar Council so as to maximise the chances of election of its candidates.
No doubt the functions and activities of any institution change over time but it is
important that they are recorded in a readily accessible form. The proposal of the
Chancery Bar Association to publish its own history is very welcome. Richard
Wallington’s fascinating paper deals with the pre-WWII period. His use of original,
largely unknown, sources adds reality to what may now seem odd. I am delighted that
the Chancery Bar Association intends to publish further papers covering later periods.
I have no doubt that all of them will be welcomed by the members present and future
and many others.

Halloween 2012
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Introduction
The functions of the Chancery Bar Association have changed and expanded over time.
These days they are: educational, i.e. the provision of “Continuing Professional
Development” or “CPD”; representing the interests and views of the Chancery Bar
in relation to government, Parliament, the judicial system and the bodies which make
appointments to judicial office and silk; representing those interests and views in relation
to the Bar Council and Bar Standards Board; public relations and promotion of, and
provision of information about, the Chancery Bar to potential clients and to potential
recruits to the profession; securing or attempting to secure the election of Chancery
practitioners to the Bar Council.
When the Association was first founded, in 1935 and 1936, its main purpose, at any
rate in the minds of those who promoted it most vigorously, was none of the above. Its
promoters wanted to discuss the introduction of rules of professional practice for the
Chancery Bar, and ones which would now be regarded as distinctly anti-competitive.
The Association’s activities in the 1930s can be seen as an attempt to create something
like a Circuit for the Chancery Bar, and as a stage in the process whereby the practising
members of the Bar have gone from being individuals practising on their own to
being combined together in ever larger sets of chambers, and with chambers having a
corporate identity.
The Association fizzled out during the Second World War, and was only revived in 1957.
From its revival its committee worked hard on representation of the interests and views
of the Chancery Bar in relation to government, the judiciary, and the Bar Council, on
trying to secure the election of Chancery practitioners to the Bar Council, and on issues
of law reform and legal procedure.These activities became more and more complex and
time consuming as time went on, and also from the late 1980s the Association expanded
its activities further into education and public relations.
This first instalment of the history of the Association is followed by Appendix A, listing
the committee members and officers of the Association in the 1930s, and by Appendix
B, which lists alphabetically the persons referred to in the narrative, with details of first
names or initials, and, where relevant, KC or subsequent judicial career.This is because
they are mostly referred to in the narrative just by their surnames unless they need to be
distinguished from others with the same surname.
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The Great Hall, Lincoln’s Inn,
from the Quincentenary Pamphlet of 1922

Sources
The main sources for this history of the
early years of the Association are:
• T
 he minute book and the
membership list of the Chancery
Bar Association for this period.
• A
 short account of what happened
in the 1930s written in 1962 or
thereabouts by someone who seems
to have had first-hand knowledge
but did not identify himself (probably
AA Baden Fuller, the secretary of
the Association in 1962, who was
in practice at the Chancery Bar in
the 1930s), which is glued into the
Association’s minute book for 1957
to 1962 and which is referred to in
the narrative as “the 1962 memoir”.
• T
 he 1936 rules of the Association,
also glued into the Association’s 1957
to 1962 minute book.
• A
 typed memoir of the history of 11
New Court by Maurice Berkeley,
who was a pupil and then a member
of those chambers (later 7 Stone
Buildings, now part of Maitland
Chambers) from 1927 to 1957,
and who became Registrar of the
Companies Court in 1957.
• The annual Law Lists.
There is also a certain amount about
practice at the Chancery Bar in the 1930s
in Lord Wilberforce’s Reflections on my
Life (2003, Roundtuit Publishing) and in
Sir Gerald Hurst’s Closed Chapters (1942,
Manchester University Press).
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The Chancery Division in the 1930s
The Lord Chancellors were Lord Sankey from 1929-1935, the 1st Lord Hailsham
1935-1938, Lord Maugham (brother of Somerset Maugham) 1938-1939, and Lord
Caldecote 1939-1940. Of these, only Lord Maugham was a former Chancery
practitioner and judge.
There were six Chancery judges in 1935, divided into two groups: Eve, Bennett,
and Crossman (father of Richard Crossman, Cabinet minister in the 1960s Labour
government) in Group A, Clauson, Luxmoore, and Farwell in Group B. Eve retired
in 1937 and was replaced by Simonds. Clauson and Luxmoore were appointed to the
Court of Appeal in 1938. Morton was appointed to the Chancery Division in place
of Clauson, but Luxmoore was not replaced, as in that year the number of judges was
reduced to five by Statutory Instrument.
Following this change, Bennett and Simonds were in Group A; Crossman and
Morton in Group B and Farwell was the senior judge not attached to a group.
This reduction in the number of judges probably reflected a decline in the
amount of business, together with a desire on the part of the government to
reduce public expenditure.
The purpose of the division into Groups A and B was to provide judicial continuity
for long running cases or series of cases concerning related matters, and also for the
purposes of separation of functions where a case needed a judicial decision involving
material which the trial judge should not know about. For example, where there was
a Beddoe application concerning a Chancery action, the Beddoe application could be
in one group and the main proceedings in the other. From 11 January 1901 to 31
December 1927 the six judges were in three groups of two, but from 1 January 1928
they were in the two groups described above. However, in the 1930s each case was
still assigned to a named judge when the originating process was issued (RSC Ord.
5 r. 9), and this only changed to assignment to Group A or Group B in 1950. The
groups were abolished with effect from 1 October 1982.
The head of the Division was, at least nominally, the Lord Chancellor at that time
and there was no Vice-Chancellor. Many of the functions of the head of the Division
were carried out by the senior judge. Lord Wilberforce (Reflections on my Life, p. 25)
describes Maugham and Simonds as “clever and intimidating”, and Luxmoore and
Bennett as having “robust commonsense”. For the character of Eve J, see page 23 below
under “Another dinner”.
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The kinds of case dealt with by the Chancery Division in the 1930s were essentially
the same as now, except that the Chancery Division did not deal with probate, and a
significant amount of Chancery work in those days was wardship of infants (i.e. persons
under the age of 21), now transferred to the Family Division and called something else.
The relative volumes of different kinds of work were probably not the same as now —
questions of title to land and rights under wills and trusts were probably then a larger
part of the work than they are now.

A lost restrictive practice
One of the impulses which gave rise to the formation of the Chancery Bar Association
was regret at the loss of the following restrictive practice, known as the “tied court system”.
Until the end of 1926 it had been the practice that any King’s Counsel ordinarily practising
in the Chancery Division was attached to one particular Chancery judge, and could only
appear before one of the other Chancery judges if he charged a special fee of £50.There
were a few who were not attached to any particular judge, but who charged a special fee
to appear before any of the Chancery judges.They were called “specials”.
The Law List used to provide a list of Chancery silks showing which were “specials” and,
as regards the remainder, the judge to which each one was attached. It started doing so in
1867, so the practice started before the merger of the Court of Chancery into the High
Court by the Judicature Act 1873. This rule was abolished with effect from 1 January
1927, by a resolution of a meeting of Chancery silks on 1 December 1926 (Law Times
18 December 1926, vol. 162, p. 489). Hurst in his memoir (Closed Chapters, p. 124) says
that the abolition of tied silks was carried after a hot debate by a majority of one.
Tied courts had been able to operate because of the system of allocating all Chancery
proceedings to a named judge when the originating process was issued (see page 4
above).The system had helped to spread the litigation work around the Chancery Bar,
for the benefit of juniors as well as leaders (bearing in mind that no leader could then
appear without a junior), but it also caused problems when a leader’s judge fell ill or
became stuck in hearing a very long case.
In the more competitive conditions which followed the abolition of this rule, and (it
is surmised) with the effects on the Bar of a depressed national economy, many at
the Chancery Bar began to regret its abolition. Hurst says (Closed Chapters, p. 124)
that its abolition was later found to have diminished the volume of leaders’ work and
5

aggravated the clash of cases. He adds that from the public’s point of view the advantage
of tied courts was that a litigant who briefed a leader was never deserted by him when
the action came to trial.
Maurice Berkeley after describing the practice says the following:
“In a tied court he [i.e. a Chancery silk who had not become a “special”] was
reasonably sure of earning a living as a silk, for on taking silk he would choose the court of
a judge who liked him and would be likely to listen to him and where he thought the competition would not be too great. In some tied courts there were three or four silks available,
but Astbury J was so unpopular a judge that there were only two silks willing to practise
in his court, Archer and Topham. Archer was an aggressive advocate.Topham, who wrote
the first book on the real property legislation of 1925, was a quiet type. Solicitors who
had not taken the precaution of retaining Archer in advance were forced to brief Topham
if they wanted a leader, unless they were prepared to pay the special fee of £50 and take
in a “special”. Archer was allowed a lot of rope by Astbury J and did his best to open all
Topham’s cases as well as his own.
In October 1927 [sic, the actual date was January 1927, but cases with previouslyinstructed tied counsel presumably continued into 1927] the tied court system came
to an end and practice as a silk became a “free for all” to the benefit of some but the detriment of others. For several years no one dared take the risk of taking silk and it was said
that the Lord Chancellor asked the Chancery judges to try to persuade some of the leading
juniors to apply for silk.”
Study of the Law Lists for this period show that Archer and Topham were indeed the
only silks attached to Astbury J at the end of the tied court system in 1926, presumably
constantly appearing against each other, and the records of the Association show that
they were both involved in the founding of the Association and the attempts to impose
rules of practice.
Maurice Berkeley’s claim that the abolition of the tied court system discouraged
Chancery juniors from applying for silk is also supported by the evidence of the
Law Lists. Between the 1926 and 1930 Law Lists there were no new chancery silks.
However, five new ones (including two future law lords, Morton and Cohen) came
to be listed in the 1931 law list (perhaps having applied as a result of arm twisting
by the Lord Chancellor and Chancery judges). There were no new Chancery
silks in the 1932 list, three new ones in the 1933 list (including Roxburgh and
Evershed). It is also notable that the number of Chancery silks declined over time.
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The numbers shown in the Law Lists between 1925 and 1940 are 1925:29, 1926:28,
1927:26, 1928:26, 1929:22, 1930:20, 1931:24, 1932:23, 1933:24, 1934:24, 1935:23,
1936:21, 1937:19, 1938:15, 1939:14, 1940:20. It can be seen there was a double dip
in the number of Chancery silks, the more severe one being that of the late 1930s,
presumably as a result of the economic depression. Note also that it was in 1938 that
the number of Chancery judges was reduced from six to five.
Although the tied courts system ended at the beginning of 1927, the category of silks
listed as “specials” in the Law List, i.e. Chancery silks who would not get out of bed
and appear in the Chancery Division without being paid an extra £50, lingered on for
some years. There were no new specials after 1926, but those listed in 1926 as specials
continued as such until taken out of circulation by death, retirement or appointment to
the Bench.There were eight in 1926 and 1927, six in 1928, three from 1929 to 1931,
and then two from 1932 to 1936, after which there were none. The last specials were
Greene, who was appointed to the Court of Appeal in 1935, and WH Upjohn, who
retired from the Bar at the age of 83 in 1936.

Bar Associations
The Bar Council dates from 1883. However, in 1935 the modern proliferation of
specialist bar associations was yet to happen.There were the circuits, with the members
of each circuit listed in the Law List, and with their own restrictive practices. Some but
not all Chancery practitioners were members of circuits.
There was a “Chancery Bar Committee”, which was a committee, in existence since at
least 1903, whose activities were limited to nominating Chancery Bar candidates for the
Bar Council elections and sending round circulars and notices urging members of the
Bar to vote for the persons nominated.The secretary of this in the 1930s was Boraston.
There was (and still is) the Institute, popularly but inaccurately known as the Institute
of Conveyancers. It is limited to 40 members who must be Chancery juniors
(or conveyancers) when elected, and is primarily a dining club, so it has not been
representative of the entire Chancery Bar, though it has on many occasions sent the
government, or the Law Commission and its predecessors, comments on proposals for
the reform of property law, and, for example, the Institute’s assistance was acknowledged
in the debates about, and memoranda in connection with, the 1925 property legislation.
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Members and chambers
Down to some point in the 19th century, most barristers practised on their own.
Barristers combining into sets of chambers seems to have been a gradual process starting
in the mid to late 19th century. Each suite of rooms in 8 and 10 Old Square, for example,
dating from 1873, consists of three rooms: a clerk’s room, a barrister’s room, and a
room for pupils. In 9 Old Square, built at the same time, the suites are of four rooms, so
presumably by that date at least some chambers contained more than one, perhaps up
to four, barristers. Lord Maugham’s memoirs (At the End of the Day, Heinemann, 1954,
p. 59) record that there were three members of his chambers, including himself, at 3
New Square in 1895. Research is hampered by the fact that the Law List only started
providing chambers lists in 1967,and only provided telephone numbers from 1941 (which
are a clue as to whether practitioners at the same address were in the same chambers).
The list of members of the Association which survives from the period 1935 to 1939
contains 228 names.The number of subscriptions paid by members of the Association
in the first year was 207. The number of women members listed is 12, one of whom,
Hannah Cross, became a member of the Association’s committee in 1938. The patent
and tax practitioners do not seem to have been members.
All the silks listed in the Law List as practising in the Chancery Division in this period,
21 in number, joined the Association. On the other hand the Law Lists for the period
strongly suggest that the number of Chancery juniors who abstained from joining the
Association exceeded the number who joined it.The Law List for 1936 lists 304 junior
barristers who did not join the Association but who either had a professional address
in Lincoln’s Inn (or New Court), or had an address outside London and were listed
as being equity draftsmen and conveyancers. I have excluded from this total any who
were listed as practising at the Central Criminal Court, but it is possible that others
included in the total may have been primarily in common law practice. Of those 304,
five were women.
A significant number of barristers practised partly or exclusively as conveyancers, doing
advisory work on the title to land and allied topics.They were shown as equity draftsmen
and conveyancers in the Law List, and the rules of the Association expressly included
conveyancers among those qualified for membership.The number of members of the
Association who were listed in the 1936 Law List as equity draftsmen and conveyancers
was 88 (out of 207). Out of the 304 non-members of the Association with a Lincoln’s
Inn address or listed as conveyancers, the number listed as equity draftsmen and
conveyancers was 133. So of a Chancery Bar of perhaps around 500 members, about 220
9

or around 42 per cent were listed as equity draftsmen and conveyancers. An example
of the dedicated conveyancer is Rosher, a member of 11 New Court, described by
Maurice Berkeley as follows:
“Rosher one never saw except occasionally on the stairs. No one knew when or if he arrived, or when he left. It was said that his practice consisted entirely of conveying
police stations.”
By the mid 1930s the average size of a Chancery set of chambers seems to have been
in the region of 6 to 8 members, but some were smaller and there were probably some
barristers practising on their own.The 1962 memoir says the following:
“.. Up to about the year 1930, the number of practising barristers combined under one
head clerk seldom, if ever, exceeded six and was often three, four, or five, the number being
practically limited to the accommodation available in any one “set” of rooms into which
the buildings in Lincoln’s Inn and New Court were then divided; but during the years
before 1936, a number of barristers had by combining two adjoining sets of rooms formed
chambers numbering nine or more all under one clerk; the barristers in these chambers did
(or were thought by some to be doing) better than others.”
The members of the Association were all at addresses in Lincoln’s Inn or New Court,
apart from one person in the Temple, one person apparently practising from his home,
a set in Manchester (78 King Street, with six members of the Association) and one in
Liverpool (8 Harrington Street, two members of the Association).

New Court
New Court (demolished in 1964) had been built in the 1870s by a public company.
This company was incorporated by a private Act of Parliament of 1872, specifically
to acquire the site opposite what was to be the Carey Street entrance to the Law
Courts (on the other side of Serle Street from Lincoln’s Inn), demolish the 56 houses
standing on it, and build chambers for the legal profession.The construction was timed
to coincide with the opening of the new Law Courts. New Court was designed by
Waterhouse, who also designed the Prudential building in Holborn and the Natural
History Museum, to name but two other buildings of the many he was responsible
for; his was one of the largest and most prolific of Victorian architectural practices.
Interestingly,Waterhouse’s brother’s firm of solicitors were the agents for the company
who managed New Court and also had offices there and perhaps his other brother,
who founded Price Waterhouse, was the accountant.
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New Court contained a number of barristers’ chambers, including at least two or three
busy Chancery sets, as well as solicitors and members of other professions. Some of those
who practised from there would give its address as “Lincoln’s Inn”, though it was not
part of the Inn, because it was felt that members of the Bar should only practise from
chambers in one of the Inns. It had a gateway manned by a porter and car parking in the
courtyard. It was arranged in staircases like chambers in the Inns of Court.
It was described by Maurice Berkeley as:
“a rather grim red-brick erection in the ‘Scottish baronial’ or ‘early bloody’ style of architecture, somewhat on the lines of St Pancras station.”
Nikolaus Pevsner (The Cities of London and Westminster, 2nd ed. 1962, p. 317), on the
other hand, was more enthusiastic:
“Then follows Waterhouse’s prodigious New Court. It fills a whole block and has ranges of
chambers around an irregular courtyard (with four trees).The ranges are on twelve staircases,
very much as in the C19 buildings of the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge. Red brick
and terracotta, patterned tiles, and many gables flanked by polygonal pinnacles.”
New Court, Carey Street in 1879
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Lord Wilberforce on Wilfrid Hunt
Wilberforce and Hart were Hunt’s pupils in the early 1930s. Wilberforce’s account of
Hunt, a legendary Chancery junior, is as follows (Reflections on my Life, pp. 25-26):
“He was a remarkable character even for a successful barrister—a small chirpy man with no sort
of presence or natural eloquence but with a sharp mind, wonderful memory, incredible industry
and total integrity. He lived for his work. He would arrive at chambers at 9 am, work through
the day, go home at 6.30 pm, dine (modestly), sleep till 12, work from 12 till 4 am, sleep from
4 am to 7 am, and the day would start again.This meant that each morning he would bring in
6-10 sets of papers with his work upon them—opinions, pleadings, advice etc all in manuscript
(never typed) so the pupils had to come early to study the work before it was sent out. Most of
his day, 10.30 am till 4 pm, Hunt was in court, usually without a leader, and the pupils had
to follow him around, sometimes taking a note or standing in for him if he was not called on.
The Judges immensely respected him, and over the 20 years of his peak practice he effectively
made the law and the practice in the esoteric Chancery Courts. He charged extremely modest
fees—we used to compare them with those taken by Radcliffe and Greene, finding that his
advice (in our opinion better and more practical) was paid for at 20 per cent of that charged by 3
New Square.”
Wilberforce refers to 3 New Square, which had Radcliffe and Greene as members,
and had had Maugham as one before he became a judge, as particularly prestigious
chambers whose clerk, Thresher, owned a Rolls-Royce and a villa in the South of
France. Hunt’s workaholic lifestyle does not seem to have affected his health, as he
lived to the age of 96.

Reasons for the formation
of the Chancery Bar Association
Evershed had a meteoric career at the Bar, followed by a meteoric career on the Bench.
Born in 1899, he was called to the Bar in 1923, took silk in 1933, and was appointed
to the Bench in 1944. He practised from 11 New Court where the young Maurice
Berkeley was first a pupil and then, from 1927, a tenant, and where the chambers’
practice had been and continued to be built up successfully by their charismatic clerk
Henry Rickman. Until Evershed took silk in 1933 they had one silk, Spens, who had
taken silk in 1925. Maurice Berkeley says the following:
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“Evershed took silk at just about the time when Spens fought an election in south-west St
Pancras [an inaccuracy here — in 1933 Spens fought Ashford]. Henry was able to
arrange for Evershed to take over a lot of briefs which Spens was forced to refuse, and Evershed had a flying start to his silk practice, which aroused much jealousy among less successful silks.This led to the formation of the Chancery Bar Association, whose principal object
was to smash No. 11 and force Evershed to leave No. 11 to set up his own set of chambers.
With that end in view a resolution was proposed that there should not be more than one
silk in any set of Chancery chambers. In fact there were several sets of Chancery chambers
with more than one silk to which no exception had been taken.The most glaring example
was the set of chambers which contained only Maugham and Greene, the two leading silks
on the Chancery side.The resolution was defeated…”
Maugham had become a Chancery judge in 1928, but it is true that he and Greene
had been in chambers together in 3 New Square, both being latterly “specials”. It seems,
however, that there were other members of their chambers, notably Radcliffe.
Maurice Berkeley also adds that Evershed came under increasing pressure to leave 11
New Court from other silks envious of Evershed’s success, particularly Archer, who had,
before Evershed took silk, benefited from Spens’ returned briefs (Henry Rickman and
Archer’s clerk being friends until Evershed taking silk caused a rift). Maurice Berkeley
also says that there was additional pressure on Evershed to leave 11 New Court from his
father-in-law, Bennett J, who called Henry Rickman a slave driver, and was presumably
hearing complaints from his daughter that Evershed was not spending much time at
home. Evershed eventually succumbed to this pressure and moved to 6 Stone Buildings
in 1937. 6 Stone Buildings is the address that Archer practised from, and Archer became
a County Court judge in 1937. It looks as though Evershed moved to Archer’s chambers
when or about the time that Archer left the Bar, replacing him as their only silk.
Hurst, the first chairman of the Association, in Closed Chapters p. 124, has a more
diplomatic account of the Association’s formation:
“In 1935 the Chancery bar considered the growth of “commercialism” a possible danger to
the profession’s corporate spirit, and devised a means to combat this possibility and at the
same time give Chancery men something akin to the comradeship of Common Law circuits.
The formation of the Chancery Bar Association—inspired mostly by the ardour of Frank
Archer and Alfred Topham…and carried through by the persuasiveness of the future Mr
Justice Simonds—was the outcome of the movement.”

14

The formation of the
Chancery Bar Association
Maurice Berkeley’s account of the origins of the Association is substantially confirmed
by its records, as also is Hurst’s.There was a meeting on 15 November 1935, at 4.30 pm,
in Old Hall, Lincoln’s Inn for the purpose of considering setting up an association. It
was convened by a circular letter sent to all Chancery barristers by Boraston.The reason
given in this letter for calling the meeting was that representations had been made that:
“the members of the Chancery Bar should have a regular and permanent organisation for
the discussion and formulation of their views, and for joint action, where thought desirable,
in matters of special interest to the Chancery Bar”.
Boraston was then the hon. secretary of the “Chancery Bar Committee”, i.e. the one
which organised voting for Chancery practitioners in Bar Council elections, for which
see page 8 above under “Bar Associations”. However, he was probably not the main
driving force behind the proposal, but found himself the convenor because he was the
secretary of the Chancery Bar Committee.
The meeting duly passed motions approving the idea of such an Association (proposed
by Archer and Simonds) and setting up a committee to frame a definite scheme of such
The Old Hall, Lincoln’s Inn in 1928
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an organisation. This committee included Archer and Topham. It also included Hunt
and JH Stamp, who were the Chancery juniors with the largest practices (according to
Maurice Berkeley, Hunt’s was the largest in quantity, JH Stamp’s the largest in quality,
and JH Stamp charged higher fees than Hunt). JH Stamp became a member of the
Association once it was formed, but Hunt did not. The committee met twice, and
JH Stamp drafted some rules. At its first meeting the committee proposed the name
“The General Assembly of the Chancery Bar”, but by the time of the meeting of
the Chancery Bar convened for 19 February 1936 to approve the proposed rules the
proposed name was the “Chancery Bar Association”.

The letter convening the first meeting
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The meeting on 19 February 1936
This was a lively meeting of which there is a detailed record, typed out and glued into
the minute book, but unsigned. It looks as though somebody could do shorthand.
There was first a debate reopening the question whether there should be an Association
at all, and then a debate about the proposed rules.
There can be discerned battle lines being drawn up. Simonds and Grant were in favour
of having an Association, while Harman and Evershed were not exactly against, but
advocated an Association as toothless as possible, with no standing committee. The
motion in favour of forming an Association was carried, and the meeting went on
to consider the draft rules. It was agreed, without much dissent, that a three-quarters
majority should be needed for the more important resolutions (significant for what
happened subsequently), and that there should be no power for the committee to impose
sanctions. The proposal that there should be no committee was defeated. A further
redraft of the proposed rules was entrusted to Jopling. Hurst was elected chairman and
Henty was elected secretary. Matters were then adjourned to a meeting in two weeks
time at which the rules might be approved and a committee elected.
Points of interest which arise from the speeches include the following: Simonds said
that the proposed Association would be something which could put forward opinions
on matters vital to the Chancery Bar in matters relating to conduct and practice, that
the Chancery Bar should be able to meet and discuss “what is honourable and right in the
conduct of our profession”. He particularly referred to the practice of barristers’ clerks who
formerly served barristers in his chambers only, but had started to serve six or seven
barristers in practice in other chambers, and said that there should be an open discussion
at which such a practice could be approved or condemned.
Harman said inter alia:
“I came to the Bar because I was an individualist and disliked the idea of authority. Hence
I regarded the idea of an Association with suspicion and did not like the idea of a body
which should tell me in what Court I should practise or in what chambers I should sit.The
Chancery Bar has always been a happy ship. I should be quite ready, if people thought that
there were grievances, that there should be an Organisation.”
He went on to advocate a committee-less structure in which meetings could be
requisitioned to discuss any subject and be a sounding board for grievances.
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Grant expressed the hope that the Association would be a body like a circuit which
could control its members e.g. the rule two silks should not be in one set of chambers.
JH Stamp said that it was desirable that there should be a way in which opinion could
be expressed, and added that there were also external questions which affected the Bar,
remarking that the work of the Chancery Courts did not run so smoothly as it did 30
or 40 years earlier when the volume of work was greater. Evershed, in supporting the
unsuccessful motion that there should be no committee, said that having a committee
would “give to the Association the disciplinary action we wish to avoid.”

The meeting on 1 March 1936
This passed off relatively quietly, with the draft rules as revised by Jopling being
approved subject to some amendments. It was resolved that all resolutions should be
secret unless the Association resolved that an official communication should be made to
the press. Further research is needed to discover whether this was a piece of exaggerated
self-importance, or whether there might have been some real press interest in the
Association’s deliberations.
The objects of the Association were expressed in the rules to be “to discuss matters of
special interest to the Chancery Bar and pass resolutions and make recommendations in relation
thereto” and so it was thought of primarily as a talking shop in plenary sessions of the
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The Rules of the Association
Right: Charles Harman KC, when a judge in later years
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general membership, by contrast to the post-war arrangement of most of the work
being done by committees.
Membership of the Association was stated in the rules to be open to “all members of the
Bar practising or intending to practise primarily and habitually in the Chancery Division or in the
Chancery of the County Palatine of Lancaster, or as Conveyancers”.
Then there were elections to the committee, which was to consist of a Chairman,
Secretary, and ten members consisting of three silks and seven juniors of whom at least
two had to be of less than ten years’ call.The Chairman and Secretary, Hurst and Henty,
elected on 19 February remained in office. Harman, despite his previous opposition
to having a committee, became one of the members of it. In relation to the election
of juniors, the poll was topped by Slade and Turnbull with 87 votes each, just beating
Buckley who had 83 votes, and see Appendix A for the other committee members
elected.
The subscription was fixed by the rules as not exceeding five shillings (i.e. 25p in
decimalised money) per year, a level of subscription which was held until about 1989.

The Association’s accounts to 16 November 1936
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The inaugural dinner
Another difference between the Association in the 1930s and the Association post 1957
is that in the 1930s two dinners were held, while since 1957 there have not been any.
The first was an inaugural dinner in the Great Hall of Lincoln’s Inn on 25 May 1936, to
which the only guest to be invited was the Treasurer of Lincoln’s Inn for that year, who
was Lord Russell of Killowen (the second bearer of that title and a former Chancery
judge). It is not clear from the Association’s records whether he attended the dinner.
102 members attended at a cost of 12s 6d (i.e. 62½p in decimalised money) a head.
The total cost of the dinner was £67 3s 8d, of which £22 6s 6d was spent on wine,
and 18s on cigarettes.

The great debate
At some point in May or June 1936 Simonds notified the committee that he wished
to put forward a resolution at a general meeting of the Association, which after some
negotiation, was agreed in the following form:
“A.That it is undesirable in the interest of the profession that there should be more than six
practising barristers in one set of Chambers.
B.That it is undesirable in the interests of the profession that except in special cases there
should be more than one practising King’s Counsel in one set of Chambers.”
A special general meeting was eventually convened on 21 October 1936 in Old Hall for
this resolution to be debated.The minutes of the Association for this date record baldly
that there was some discussion and that on a vote by show of hands 74 members voted
for the resolution and 62 against (thus 136 out of 207 paid-up members were present
and voting), and that having regard to the rules of the Association (i.e. the requirement
of a three-quarters majority for important resolutions) the motion was not carried. It
should also be borne in mind that, as set out on page 9 above, probably less than half the
junior barristers in Chancery practice had joined the Association.
The 1962 memoir contains some details of the debate on the Simonds resolution,
as follows:
“those who supported Simonds alleged (among other things): (i) that in large chambers the
head clerk allowed papers to be delivered by solicitors to the chambers not marked with the
name of any barrister it being understood that the head clerk would allocate the papers to
such member of the chambers as he thought fit; that in the results solicitors expected their
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work to be done by a chambers rather than by an individual; (ii) that in large chambers the
clerk had too much power, particularly over the younger members being able by his position
to secure their success or their ruin as he thought fit; (iii) that where there were two practising silks in chambers, briefs delivered in the name of one were passed to the other without
the solicitors concerned having any real opportunity of going outside the chambers (the clerk
arranged, as soon as he knew the first silk was not likely to be available for the second silk
to read the papers, but only informed the solicitors concerned that the first silk was not available after there was too little time for any other silk to read the papers); all these things were
contrary to the tradition and best interests of the profession and also gave barristers in large
chambers and two silks in any one chambers an unfair advantage over others.
Those who opposed the resolutions alleged (among other things): (i) that large chambers
generally provided more efficient service to the public than small (ii) that some of the practices referred to either were non-existent or were not objectionable (iii) that such practices if
they existed could not be regarded as abuses or had been exaggerated and anyhow existed
in small chambers to a proportionate extent: they claimed that barristers who were not in
large chambers would join them if they could and that the supporters of the resolution were
merely jealous of those who by their own efficiency had benefited themselves by improving
the services they rendered to solicitors and to the public.”
The author of the 1962 memoir adds that although the resolution was lost, the views
expressed by Simonds and his supporters had some practical effect, and that for until
some time after the Second World War no further large chambers were formed and
it was for some time unusual for two silks (at any rate if they were of comparable
seniority) to practise in any one chambers. It can also be added that the resolution,
or the feelings which it represented, may have contributed to Evershed’s subsequent
decision to leave 11 New Court (see page 14 above). The 1930s depression and the
War may have also have served to slow the process of chambers getting steadily larger, a
process which re-started in the 1960s and 1970s and has now got to a stage well beyond
Simonds’ worst nightmares.

The great debate concluded
Nostalgia for the tied court system had a final manifestation in the history of the
Association at the Annual General Meeting on 9 December 1936. Topham moved
a resolution that leading counsel ordinarily practising in the Chancery Division be
requested to consider and report whether it was advisable, and, if so, possible, to adopt
some system by which each of them would be attached primarily to one court, but in
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such a way as to avoid the disadvantages which were inherent in the former system of
tied courts. This was carried by a large majority. As a result of this the Chancery silks
held a meeting on 10 February 1937 at which, not surprisingly, they passed a resolution
that it was not practical to adopt any system by which Chancery leaders would be
attached particular courts.
The committee of the Association, at a meeting on 16 March 1937, resolved that
in view of this resolution of the Chancery silks nothing further could be done in
connection with the subject.

Another dinner
Another decision taken by the committee at the meeting of 16 March 1937 was
that a dinner should be given for Eve J, who had been on the Chancery Bench since
December 1907, on his retirement.
At the subsequent meeting of 12 April 1937 it was reported that Eve J had accepted the
invitation to dinner in the Great Hall of Lincoln’s Inn on 6 July and that the Inn “could
do” the dinner at 25 shillings per head inclusive of wine on a suitable scale. It was decided
to ask the Chancery judges and Lord Justices, the Lord Chancellor and the Chancery
Law Lords and Chancery ex-judges. At a later committee meeting of 29 April 1937 it
was decided not to ask the Chancery judges as guests but invite them to buy tickets, that
the only toast be that of the guest, and that full evening dress be worn.
The date of the dinner was subsequently
altered to Monday 12 July to suit the
convenience of the judges who wished to
attend. More arrangements for this dinner
are recorded in the minute of the committee
meeting of 30 June 1937. Capt. Marriott (not
the author of Children of the New Forest, but the
Chief Clerk in Lincoln’s Inn’s Treasury Office
who became Under Treasurer in early 1938)
reported that the Benchers would allow the
Council Room and Drawing-room to be
open for sherry to be served on the reception
of the guests.
Eve J
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The committee resolved to order on a
sale or return basis sherry at 52 shillings,
Fonseca port at 84 shillings, champagne
Bollinger NV at 122 shillings, a 1934
Moselle at 58 shillings, and brandy at £1.
Turkish and Virginian cigarettes to be
provided but not cigars.The main interest
of this is the lack of red wine, as it was
usual for formal dinners in this period to
serve sherry with soup, white wine with
the fish course, and port with dessert,
but otherwise champagne throughout
the dinner (see, e.g., Lady Troubridge’s
The Book of Etiquette, 1931 ed., p. 218).
Flowers up to £3 were to be provided,
and a seating plan was to be worked out
by the chairman, secretary and Burgess.
The Association’s records contain
nothing further about this dinner, but it
is to be hoped that a good time was had
by all. Eve J certainly enjoyed it, if his
fulsome letter of thanks to Hurst can be
taken at face value — it is printed in the
latter’s Closed Chapters at p. 125. On the
same page Hurst says:
“Eve was a typical English countryman
with marked limitations. He did not
like musicians, cranks, or foreigners.
He greatly preferred dogs.Yet he was
a shrewd Judge with a special care for
infancy questions in chambers, and a
gift of homely English.”
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The Great Hall, Lincoln’s Inn in the inter-war years

Other matters
At a committee meeting on 29 November 1937 the agenda for the forthcoming
Annual General Meeting was settled.The minute goes on:
“It was agreed that the question of requiring those intending to be called to the Bar to read
in Barristers chambers for a year should not be put on the agenda unless some member was
prepared to move a resolution.”
This is of interest because of the debate which has gone on in recent years as to whether
there should be a requirement of pupillage being served before call to the Bar, and
because it seems that no one was prepared to move a resolution to this effect in 1937, as
there is no further mention of this matter in the minutes.
The only other matter worth mentioning of the Association’s activities in the 1930s is
that at the Annual General Meeting on 14 December 1938 it was resolved that a special
committee, consisting of Harman, Turner, Uthwatt, Slade, and Stone, be appointed to
consider in what respects the procedure in the Chancery Division might with advantage
be altered and to report thereon, Slade and Stone to act as joint secretaries.
At the Annual General Meeting on 13 December 1939 it was reported that so far no
report had been received from this special committee. This initiative got no further,
presumably because of the War, but it is the first example of the Association trying to
do the sort of thing which became a major part of its activities after it was refounded in
1957.The December 1939 AGM is the Association’s last recorded meeting before the
revival meeting of 25 June 1957, 17½ years later.
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APPENDIX A
Officers and Committee Members 1935 to 1939
Provisional committee to draw up a constitution
15 November 1935 to 19 February 1936:
Chairman: Gover.
KCs: Hurst, Topham, Archer, Morton.
Juniors: Hunt, JH Stamp, Uthwatt, Turner.

The Association
Chairman and Secretary (from 19 February 1936):
Chairman: Hurst (Gover from December 1937).
Secretary: Henty (Jopling from October 1938).
Committee Members (from 1 March 1936):
KCs: Gover, Morton, Harman.
Juniors: Slade, Turnbull, Buckley, Walters, Stone, GR Upjohn, Jopling, Burgess, Jenkins.
Walters seems to have died in 1936. Gover was elected Chairman in December 1937 after Hurst had become
a County Court judge. Henty resigned as Secretary in October 1938 and Jopling took over temporarily.
From 14 December 1938:
Chairman: Gover.
Secretary: Boraston.
KCs: Cohen, Daynes, Evershed.
Juniors: King, Waite, Danckwerts, Tonge, EB Stamp, Luxmoore, Hannah Cross.
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APPENDIX B
Persons mentioned in the narrative
CCJ = County Court Judge, CJ = Chief Justice, V-C = Vice-Chancellor, J = Chancery Judge, LJ = Lord Justice
of Appeal, LL = Law Lord, MR = Master of the Rolls, LC = Lord Chancellor
Dates of taking silk only given if after 1935.
Andrewes Uthwatt: see Uthwatt
FK Archer KC, CCJ 1937-1954
Charles Bennett, J 1929-1943
JH Boraston
The Hon DB Buckley, J 1960-1970, LJ 1970-1981
TAC Burgess, V-C County Palatine of Lancaster
1963-1973
Albert Clauson, J 1926-1938, LJ 1938-1942
Lionel Cohen KC, J 1943-1946, LJ 1946-1951,
LL 1951-1960
Miss Hannah Cross
Stafford Crossman, J 1934-1941
HO Danckwerts, J 1949-1961, LJ 1961-1969
JN Daynes KC, CCJ 1945-1957
Harry Eve, J 1907-1937
Raymond Evershed KC, J 1944-1947, LJ 1947-49,
MR 1949-62, LL 1962-64
Christopher Farwell, J 1929-1943
JM Gover KC
Alexander Grant KC
Wilfrid Greene KC, LJ 1935-1937, MR 1937-1949,
LL 1949-1950
Charles Harman KC, J 1947-1959, LJ 1959-1970
(father of Jeremiah Harman, J 1982-1998)
HLA Hart, Professor of jurisprudence at Oxford
University 1952-1968, QC 1984
RI Henty
Wilfrid Hunt (great uncle of Stephen Hunt)
Sir Gerald Hurst KC, CCJ 1938-1942
DLl Jenkins, KC 1938, J 1947-1949, LJ 1949-1959,
LL 1959-1963
LM Jopling (father of John Jopling)
HH King
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Charles Luxmoore (son of Luxmoore J)
Fairfax Luxmoore, J 1929-1938, LJ 1938-1944
Frederic Maugham, J 1928-1934, LJ 1934-1935,
LL 1935-1938, LC 1938-1939, LL 1939-1941
Fergus Morton KC, J 1938-1944, LJ 1944-1947,
LL 1947-1959
Cyril Radcliffe KC, LL 1949-1964
Ernest Rosher
RF Roxburgh KC, J 1946-1960
Gavin Simonds KC (pronounced “Simmons” rather
than “Sighmons”), J 1937-1944, LL 1944-1951,
LC 1951-1954, LL 1954-1962
GP Slade, KC 1939 (father of Christopher Slade, J
1975-1982, LJ 1982-1991)
WP Spens KC, CJ of India 1943-1947
EB Stamp, J 1964-1971, LJ 1971-1978
JH Stamp (uncle of EB Stamp)
JL Stone, CJ of Bombay 1943-1947, QC 1948, V-C
County Palatine of Lancaster 1948-1963
WJC Tonge
AF Topham KC, CCJ 1938-1948
RW Turnbull
CW Turner
GR Upjohn, KC 1943, J 1951-1960, LJ 1960-1963,
LL 1963-1971
WH Upjohn KC (father of GR Upjohn. WH Upjohn
was a difficult personality: see The Records of
Lincoln’s Inn, Vol. 6 1914-1965, ed. Baker, pp. 55-59)
A Andrewes Uthwatt, J 1941-1946, LL 1946-1949
WF Waite
PM Walters
RO Wilberforce, QC 1954, J 1961-1964,
LL 1964-1982
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